
Pitch Management
e-Workshop

6 October 2020



What to expect from the Pitch Management e-workshop?

Livestream from the OH Leuven pitches

Virtual pitch tour & meet the grounds team

Q&A sessions

Interaction with other participants

6 October 2020 from 14:00 to 17:00

Cases from LaLiga, OH Leuven, Friends Arena

Focus on pitch quality, performance, data analysis, pitch management in a colder 
climate, etc.

REGISTER VIA 
ESSMA.EU/EVENTS/PITCH

https://essma.eu/EVENTS/pitch


Programme 6 October

14:00 – 14:10

14:10 – 14:15

14:15 – 14:40
14:40 – 15:05
15:05 – 15:20

15:20 – 15:35

15:35 – 16:00
16:00 – 16:25

16:25 – 16:40

16:40 – 16:45

Welcome in live studio

Quick introduction of all speakers

PART 1
Pitch management with a restricted budget
Challenges of pitch maintenance in Scandinavia
Q&A session part 1

Virtual coffee break with possiblility to join a virtual tour around the facilities

PART 2
Pitch data analysis with the OH Leuven grounds team
LaLiga pitch performance quality standards

Back to the studio with a Q&A sessions together with all speakers

Wrap-up of the e-workshop



Cases in the
spotlight



In his role as Grounds Quality Manager, Pedro Fernández-Bolaños oversees the quality of all 42 LaLiga pitches. As their
main contact person, he advises all LaLiga grounds teams on new techniques for maintaining the pitch or capturing
relevant data, etc.

During the e-workshop, he will share insights on how LaLiga is helping their clubs in maintaining high-quality pitches
and the benefits of their Greenkeeper app to support the clubs.

What can you learn?
• The professionalisation of all LaLiga pitches
• Recent challenges to involve all stakeholders
• The rise and evolution of pitch standards
• Insights in the pitch quality database

Pitch performance quality standards
Pedro Fernández-Bolaños – Grounds Quality Manager at LaLiga



The grounds team of OH Leuven will share their best practices on how they transformed all their pitches to a top-notch
level, partly thanks to the know-how of Premier League club Leicester City FC. Furthermore, they'll provide insights on
which pitch data they gather and how they are using it on a day-to-day basis.

Furthermore, you can join a virtual pitch tour and explore the OH Leuven training centre facilities and the stadium.

What can you learn?
• How to use your pitch data to prevent injuries and improve the quality
• Evolution of a professional grounds team
• How to convince fans the importance of pitch management

The use of pitch data and the evolution towards top-notch pitches
OH Leuven grounds team



The daily challenges for the Friends Arena grounds team focus on issues caused by low temperatures and a lack of
natural lighting due to the weather in Stockholm and the stadium roof. Friends Arena's pitch is facing difficult
circumstances which means the grounds team is always looking for new solutions to prolong the lifetime and increase
the quality of the pitch.

What can you learn?
• Pitch maintenance in a colder climate
• Technologies used to to replace natural light
• How to prolong the pitch lifespan

Challenges of pitch maintenance in Scandinavia
Mario Spagnolatti, Groundsman Friends Arena



With the support of our Stadium 
Partners



Enjoy the
e-workshop!


